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OUR VALUES

RESPECT

Recognition of the feelings,
wishes and rights of others.

INTEGRITY

The quality of being
honest and fair.

COURAGE
To be brave and confident
enough to do what you
believe to be right.

INCLUSIVENESS

Creating the opportunity for
everyone to feel they are
valued and that they belong.
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CHAIR’S REPORT
This is my last Chair's Report
after 11 years in the role,
which I have found both
challenging and
rewarding. Altogether it
has been a very happy
experience for me, but
there is always a time
when we recognise that
we have to move on. I am
delighted that Masele
Siatu'u has agreed to take
on the mantle, and I wish
her well. I will continue to
be a Trustee, so will be
able to show that support
in a practical way. Masele
and Katina Conomos both
joined the Board at the last
AGM, bringing a wide
range of new expertise to
the Trust. At the same time
we farewelled from the
Board Wyn Hoadley and I
would like to thank her for
her terrific contribution
over the last six years.
Once again my thanks to
Vince and Gordon for their
continuing commitment. I
am delighted to report
that we achieved a 100%
attendance rate at our
Board of Trustee meetings
during the year.
In June we held a very
productive Strategic
Planning Meeting,
independently facilitated,
which gave Samantha, as
Chief Executive, a clear
plan to implement. An
assessment of the way the
Trust is operating
acknowledged the
importance of
communications;:

something which can
always be improved upon.
We are constantly looking
at new ways of upgrading
our IT, but the live
approach can never be
ignored, and I urge
anyone who may have
concerns, or compliments,
to make contact with the
Chief Executive to make
sure we are able to
respond promptly. As the
Trust grows, it continues to
be a challenge to
maintain this personal
touch but we recognise
that this is a very important
aspect of supporting
people in their life and
work.
At the Strategic Planning
Meeting, we received a
study of all the properties,
owned and leased,
occupied by the Life
Stylers. This study will be the
basis for us to develop
strategy for the better
maintenance and
upgrading of the
properties. We had
considered during the year
the separation of
Properties and our service
delivery, but no decision
has been taken yet to
change the status quo, so
this is a work-in-progress.
We changed our auditors
this year to a larger firm
called PKF. This is a
reflection of our size, and
we thank them for
undertaking this first year
and look forward to
implementing their

recommendations. We
achieved a landmark
during the year when we
reached the point of
employing 100 full-time
equivalent employees. We
see our staff as our
greatest asset and are
keen on retaining them
and providing on-going
training which leads on to
higher pay-rates through
the government Pay Equity
initiative.
The demand from people
to come in to the service
remains strong and we are
always aware of
maintaining the balance
between growth and
providing better quality in
the services we offer. What
we are doing is further
increasing our relationships
not only in Thames but
regionally with other
groups that can provide
more and varied services
to the Life Stylers. The Trust
continues to gain an
international profile
through the documentary
made in 2014 which has
resulted in different
opportunities arising.
I end by giving my thanks
to the Trustees, to
Samantha and to the
leadership team.
And finally I thank the Life
Stylers for embracing so
enthusiastically all the
changes we've made, and
for their on-going support
to us.
Cheers,
Mike.
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BOARD of TRUSTEE PROFILES

Mike
Noonan
Chairperson

Gordon
Jackman
Secretary

Michael Noonan has been Chair of The Supported Life Style Hauraki
Trust since 2007, and has 23 years’ experience in the not-for-profit
sector. With a background in radio and TV, sales and marketing, Mike
is an advocate with a strong network across various sectors. One of
his other roles has been the establishment and leadership of the
Coromandel Independent Living Trust, a charitable trust based in
Coromandel Town, delivering a wide variety of Social Services and
Community Development programmes.
Mike has also supported a number of local and national
organisations over the years such Moehau Nga Tangata Whenua
Trust, SPAN Trust, Inclusive New Zealand, Coromandel Community
Services Trust and Driving Creek Railway, Arts and Conservation Trust,
by being a governing member.
He is committed to developing organisations that will make a real
difference to the communities of the upper Coromandel.
Mike is a full member of the Blind Foundation and Blind Citizens
Aotearoa.
In his spare time, he and his wife, Alison Carter, a former
documentary producer, live on a 5.5 hectare block, restoring it to
native bush, thereby encouraging the return of many indigenous
birds to the Coromandel.

Gordon Jackman moved to the Kauaeranga Valley in 2008 with his
partner Catherine Delahunty from his hometown Gisborne, where he
worked as an archaeologist for many years. Gordon joined the
Supported Lifestyle of Hauraki Trust board in 2010 motivated by his
experience of disability, having contracted polio in 1956, and a
lifelong commitment to advocating for the rights of people with
disabilities. Gordon also had experience of governance in several Not
for Profit organisations. In 2015 Gordon developed a strategic plan for
Polio NZ which has lead him become their project manager in 2015,
and then the CEO of the Duncan Foundation in 2017.
(www.duncanfoundation.org) He is inspired by the work of the Trust
and the acceptance and integration of the Trust into the Thames
community and feels very privileged to be able to contribute to the
Trust.
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Vince
Ross
Treasurer

Katina
Conomos
Trustee

Masele
Siatu'u
Trustee

Vince Ross has been the whānau representative on the Trust board for
the last nine years. Vince and his wife Tanya have two sons, and one
of those sons, Mario, has lived in the Trust community for the past 14
years. Vince grew up on a farm in Manurewa and went to school in
both south Auckland and New Plymouth. He started work in the retail
sector and has stayed in retail businesses ever since. He and Tanya
currently live in Mount Maunganui, and have a business there named
Machinery and Power Tool Centre. He states, “It is a pleasure to be
involved with the Trust”.

Katina Conomos is an independent contractor and consultant,
specialising in strategy, corporate and project planning, and working
with governing bodies. She presently works with a range of local
government and not-for-profit clients throughout New Zealand.
Katina started her career in the arts industry, working as an orchestra
and tour manager with leading arts companies in Australia. After
gaining her Masters of Business Administration, Katina has worked in a
range of government environments in Australia, at both the federal
and state level in major event delivery.
Katina is a proud dual citizen of Australia and her adopted home,
New Zealand. She has resided in Thames since 2010 and joined the
Board of Trustees in December 2017.

Masele Siatu’u. Although previously unaware of The Supported Life
Style Hauraki Trust, I was attracted to the Trust’s purpose and values,
joining the Board of Trustees in December 2017. As part of The
Supported Life Style Hauraki Trust team I attended the NZ Disability
Supported Network conference which provided an overview of the
sector and some future opportunities and challenges.
Participating in developing Trust strategies for the future was an
opportunity to leverage previous business experience in the context of
our unique organisation and community.
It’s been a privilege to be part of The Supported Life Style Hauraki Trust
team and I look forward to continuing my development and
contribution.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT
This year has yet again
been another busy year at
the Trust. The changes in
the wider sector keep us
guessing in terms of what
the implications will be for
the Trust, although the air of
uncertainty was tinged with
excitement with the roll out
of the prototype named
Mana Whaikaha in the
Midcentral region. This
gave us a chance to see
what the newly
transformed system might
look like on a broader
scale. Along with the
challenges that are being
raised there are also a
number of good news
stories starting to come
through and we hope for
more in the future.
The Trust now supports 70
people in total. Of this 70;
55 are supported in full
residential service and 15
are supported by the Living
Choices team out in the
community. The Living
Choices team were
created this year and focus
on providing services to
people with flexible
disability supports such as
Individualised Funding (IF),
Enhanced Individualised
Funding (EIF) Enabling
Good Lives (EGL) and
Supported Independent
Living (SIL). This team have
really managed to
encapsulate what person
driven support looks like
with a real focus on
collaborative service
design with people

requesting our support and
their families. This service is
an ongoing part of how the
direction of the Trust is
moving strategically and
we have seen substantial
growth in demand from
these services over the last
12 months.
The Trust has also been
pushing toward the goal of
providing inclusive spaces.
My goal for these spaces
has been that we create
environments where
people can share whatever
passions bring them
together irrespective of
their background, this is a
precedent set with Bright
Smiles gardens and one we
hope to grow more. This last
year has seen the opening
of Original Worx which is a
space that provides design
and creative opportunities
for Life Stylers and the wider
community alike. There
have been a number of
successful workshops
hosted by local artists
already and there has
been much interest from
the local community
regarding workshops over
the next year. With
enthusiasm growing we
believe this will be an
exciting great space to
watch. In line with the work
already done there are a
number of other projects in
the pipeline among them
an equine therapy
programme (yet to be
named) and a Community

9

health clinic (yet to be
named).
As the Trust moves forward
it becomes even more
apparent that we need to
be clear about our purpose
and communicate that
more effectively. We must
foster the understanding
that we are here to support
people to dream for
themselves and be there to
support them to realise
those dreams. Part of this
support is working closely
with families, embracing
them as a vital part of the
team that helps make
dreams real. I know that a
key focus for me this year
will be personally engaging
with families to see how we
can better support them to
be part of the journey for
the Trust. If we strive and
achieve a more person
driven and inclusive the
results will evident in a
better life for the people
we support.

Samantha Lee
Chief Executive
9
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CLINICAL OPERATIONS REPORT
My background is in
Nursing and Health
Management sector
where I gained extensive
experience in emergency
nursing, mental health
nursing, rehabilitation,
transformation strategy,
human resources and
change management. I
joined The Supported Life
Style Hauraki Trust in
November 2017 as a
Rehabilitations Service
Delivery Manager to
further develop our ACC
funded services.
With my, in depth clinical
governance and change
management experience
across multi-disciplinary
and multi-agency teams
as well as solid operations
management, I recently
moved into my new role as
a Clinical Operations
Manager. In this strategic
and operational leadership
role, my focus is on Clinical
Operations, Quality
Improvement and to
further develop our
organisational capacity
and reach of health,
wellness and clinical
services which will not only
benefit our Life Stylers and
staff but also our wider
community.

Part of my role will be to set
up and management of a
Nursing Clinic. This will

enable us to reach wider
community and work
towards health gain to
address and reduce
inequalities and inequities
in health. Nurse - led clinics
are based in a range of
primary, secondary and
tertiary settings including
general practices,
outpatient clinics, mental
health settings, residential
care settings, schools and
communities. With our
growing organisation,
nursing clinic will allow us to
support different levels of
health settings by our
internal triage system.
There is increasing
evidence demonstrating
improved health
outcomes, cost
effectiveness, and quality
of life for people attending
nurse- led clinics. The aim is
to have our nursing clinic
up and running by March
2019.
We are also introducing a
new online medication
management and
administration system
called ‘Medi-Map’. The
Medi-Map platform
manages all aspects of
medication including
charting, administration,
supply and
communication. MediMap has electronic
prescription integration
which enables
prescriptions to be
generated for supply from

a pharmacy electronically
once the prescriber has
charted the medication or
completed a scheduled
medication review. Our
growing organisation
recognizes the need of
Medi-Map in the health
and disability sector for
auditing and reporting and
has developed audit tools
and the ability for clinical
management to generate
reports at an individual
level or at a wider
corporate level.

Bharat Mahajan
Clinical Operations
Manager
10
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GM REPORT
2018 has been another
year of developments and
change here at the Trust.
We are constantly in a
funding environment
where we have to operate
with flexibility and adapt to
change to make sure we
provide good quality
service to our Life Stylers.
Our focus has been looking
to the future and the
system transformation
which has resulted in a
number of developments
that have influenced our
service.
As a service we have
recently obtained a
physical disability contract
from the Ministry of Health.
This has allowed us to
provide our unique service
to people with physical
disabilities. Although, there
are many challenges that
have come with this we
have been creative to
encompass this type of

support. One part of this
process has been to
build/modify current
housing to make it custom
designed. This really is a
new area for the Trust with
many learnings, however
this has truly made made
us look at ourselves as a
service and our
commitment to person
driven services.
Another new initiative
that is transforming the
sector and opening new
and exciting doors for
people for disabilities and
their families is the the new
respite system. The Ministry
of Health is replacing
Carer Support with a
more flexible type of
support called I
Choose. This is
essentially a flexible
respite budget that
allows families and
people the
disabilities to readily
access disabilities
services with what
respite services they
would like and at what
cost. This means that
there is an agreement
between client,
families and services
which is agreed on.
We see this as a
positive step that
empowers everyone
to provide unique
person driven
services. With these
changes we
increasingly find ourselves
reasonably well positioned

and this is testament to the
versatility, adaptability and
willingness of staff.

Path & MAPS training has
been one of the key
trainings provided to our
managers this year to
allow for professional
development and to meet
the requirements of the
ACC contract called Living
my Life. This training was a
graphic facilitation tool for
big picture and whole of
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life planning for individuals
and groups. A number of
Life Stylers at the Trust now
have a comprehensive
plan in pictorial form the
explores a desired future
and identifies the action
steps to achieve positive
and possible outcomes.
One of the important
aspects is it is an
accessible planning tools
for all persons, regardless
of their communication
abilities and it promotes
the principle of Enabling
Good Lives (Ministry of
Health system
transformation).
One of the success stories
of this year has been the
development of a
specialised team focusing
on the Enabling Good
Lives, Individualised
funding and Supported
Independent Living
project. This team was
initially created in 2017 but
has now expanded to 15
people being supported
by the Living Choices
team. This team provides
individualised support

within the home
environment and out in
the community. This is a
dedicated flexible service
that has been providing
innovative support that is
outside of our existing
residential services. Over
this past year we have
seen a massive influx of
people from within the
Waikato wanting to
access this type of
individualised support.

This year has also seen the
Trust expand its network
and promote the
philosophy and culture.
The Trust has presented at
the New Zealand Disability
Support Network, New
Zealand Palliative care
conference and has
hosted the NZDSN Waikato
provider’s forum. Being
able to present at these
forums has been a first for
us and has provided us the
opportunity to showcase
the unique services we
provide.

2019 will be another year
of development and
change as we continue to
prepare for system
transformation. Our goal
over the next year is to
develop our services and
to provide more activities
and opportunities to Life
Stylers. We will chase
funding grants outside our
regular funding streams to
achieve this. Although
changes are the horizon,
our philosophy and values
are at the heart of
everything we do and I
look forward to feedback
on all of the great things
that have been achieved
in the next 12 months.

Phil Wightman
General Manager
12
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FAMILY WHANAU SURVEY
RESULTS
The Supported Life Style Hauraki Trust is committed to providing excellence in residential
support for people with intellectual disabilities. To evaluate its current service to the Life
Stylers in its care, the Trust conducted a telephone survey of its Life Stylers’ family/whānau
85% of the Trust’s Life Stylers’ families/whānau contributed to the results).

Overall Satisfaction
The results from this 2018 survey indicate that the families/whānau have very high levels of
overall satisfaction with the service being provided by the Trust.
The survey measured how likely people are to recommend the Trust to others, with the
respondents ranking the Trust on a scale from 0 to10 (0=Never to 10=Always).

Always

Never

Overall
Satisfaction

0

1

1

2

2%

3%

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

3

2

6

10

4

36

2%

3%

6%

57%

9
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Number of
Respondents

Percentage
of
respondents

0%

0%

3% 10% 15%

Overall Satisfaction
60

45

30

15

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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The results were then calculated to indicate whether the respondents are positively or
negatively influenced by their experience of the Trust’s service. A neutral result indicates
the family are not unhappy with the service being received but are also not necessarily
recommending the Trust to others, and is dependent on individual circumstances.

2018 Family Whanau Survey Results
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS
Negative Satisfaction

8

Neutral Satisfaction

21

Positive Satisfaction

71

Overall Satisfaction

Negative Satisfaction
Neutral Satisfaction
Positive Satisfaction

8%
21%

71%

Main Reason for Positive Satisfaction

Main Reason for Negative Satisfaction

•

Family member settled/happy

•

•

Doing a wonderful/amazing job

Not enough staff/getting too big to
provide appropriate support/
independence

•

Best place I’ve seen/in the country

•

Trepidation about future

•

Unique philosophy/concept

•

Not a good as it’s been

•

Individualised care/approach

•

No communication

•

Has made great/good progress/
bloomed

•

Staff turnover/illness

•

Always welcoming, positive
community/whanau
atmosphere/‘home’

•

Integrated/part of local
community
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PAORA’S JOURNEY

In January 2013 Paora’s life changed
dramatically after he suffered from a
Traumatic Brain Injury as a result of a
serious accident. Two years after the
accident Paora moved to Thames to
begin his new life at The Supported Life
Style Hauraki Trust.
A new town, a new home, lots of new
faces and the on-going physical and
mental pain were some of the
challenges in this new life. What most
people take for granted; walking, talking,
dressing, eating and going about their
daily life with ease were not done without
pain and stress for Paora. Re-learning all
the skills that were part of his life prior to
his injury were now a step by step
process.
When Paora arrived at The Supported
Life Style Hauraki Trust he was still
experiencing the anger, grief and
frustration that his life as he knew it would
never be the same. Paora now lives in his
own flat, undertakes a daily job, attends
the local gym, maintains relationships
with his family, and makes decisions in
his own daily life. He still requires
people to support him daily however
the support needed is slowly reducing.
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The support Paora has received over
the last 3 years has been intense. He
has required a dedicated team of
Coaches to understand the needs and
wants of this young man while
maintaining the necessary
programmes in place to support his
rehabilitation. The ability to motivate
someone who appears to be
unmotivated is a challenge but one
step at a time, one foot in front of
the other and the spirit and
strength of Paora has had such
positive impact on his
rehabilitation.
Three years later the image of
the man who arrived in
Thames in 2015 is now a distant
memory.
In Paora’s words ……
“I love my house – it’s my own, it’s
quiet and clean. I have my own
vacuum cleaner and know how to
keep it clean – I have to otherwise my
mum will growl . Everyone takes care
of me and I love my garden and
outside space. I like going to mahi
(the pig run).
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Mellissa O’Neil
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Ben Thomas

Juergen Mayer

John van Wyk

Wray Wilson

Derek Burns

Ben Woolf

Amy Menzies

Matt Flude

Paula Styles

Hamish Babe

Julia Killgour
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Paul Wilson
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Tracey Currill

Sophy Cagat
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Jacob Dodds

Lorreen Wilton

Leon Pienaar

Katrina Chevis
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Louina Cossey

Susan Lambert

Hamed Tofangsaz

Dianne Hockenhull
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Jacob Tawhara

Trevor Conner

Margaret Robertson
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Craig Burbery

Joanne Postmaa

Rai Schiewek
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Nelly Hikaiti
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Dennis Mita

Peter Rutherford
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John Sanderson

Mark Thorton

Shekinah Coake

Robyn Wake

Sarah Sanders

Moe Williams

Clement Eleazer

Rebecca Lee

Simone Hughes

Gurbinder Singh
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INTRODUCING THE 726 QUEEN STREET TEAM

Alesha Te Amohanga

Phillipa Godwin

Philip Wightman

Samantha Lee
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Robyn Smith

Bharat Mahajan

Nigel Sparrow
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The Supported Life Style Hauraki Trust
PO Box 524, Thames 3540
726 Queen Street, Thames
Tel: 07 868 5038
www.suplife.org.nz
info@suplife.org.nz
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